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1.0  Correct Glyph for Malayalam Digit Zero (U+0D66):

The glyph for Malayalam digit zero has not been given correctly in the Unicode code 
chart for Malayalam script. The glyph given at U+0D66 is in fact a representation of the 
fraction (0.5) which compares visually quite well with the parallel glyphs for fraction 
(0.5)  in  the neighboring Dravidian language scripts  such as  Tamil.  Quite  unlike the 
northern Devanagari script,  Malayalam and Tamil scripts in general  move away from 
conjunct  formations.  Additionally,  the  historic  number  systems  of  both  Tamil  and 
Malayalam are very similar.

Varghese Chacko, a native Malayalam speaker, has already presented a bug report to 
Unicode. Reference: http://www.unicode.org/~emuller/iwg/p29/ 
[Begin Quote] 
The  glyph  given  at  location  0x0D66  is  not  '0'(Zero)  as   said  in  your  documents 
(U0D00.pdf) The symbol you have  given is the glyph for '1/2'. Malayalam has its own 
glyph or '3/4','1/2','1/4','1/8' etc... and the glyph for '0'(Zero) in Malayalam is similar to 
one given at 0x0D02. 
[End Quote]

Tamil and Malayalam digit  zero were introduced only in the nineteenth century. The 
correct glyph for Malayalam digit zero is a circle/oval (0) shape just as in any other Indic 
language  script.  A detailed Malayalam-to-Roman script  transliteration document  with 
diacritical marks has been developed by Dr. Thomas Pedersen, and the correct glyph of 
Malayalam digit zero in accordance with all Indic zero glyph is given by Pedersen:
http://transliteration.eki.ee/pdf/Malayalam.pdf

Table 1 in the following page provides the graphic shapes of Indic and other numerals. It 
is taken from the external source document on Indian numbers:
 http://www.omniglot.com/language/numerals2.htm 

Hence,  it  is  recommended  that  Unicode  code  chart  glyph  for  Malayalam  digit  zero 
(U+0D66) be changed to a circular form (0) which will be in agreement with the digit 
zero used in all Indic  languages (eg., U+0BE6).
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Table 1:  Numbers in Malayalam (Indic) and world scripts
(Source: http://www.omniglot.com/language/numerals2.htm )

Note:  (1) The digit zero including Malayalam is a glyph 0 as shown in this Table.
           (2) The digit zero is added in March, 2005 to Tamil code chart in Unicode 4.1.

http://www.omniglot.com/language/numerals2.htm


2.0 Malayalam Numerics  10 (U+0D70), 100 (U+0D71), 1000 (U+0D72):

In both Malayalam and Tamil scripts, digit zero is a modern innovation introduced in the 
nineteenth  century.  Like  its  closely  allied  Tamil  script,  Malayalam  also  employed 
numeric signs for 10, 100 and 1000 to write numbers larger than nine. Tamil and Roman 
zero-less numerical systems are compared  by Michael Kaplan: 
http://blogs.msdn.com/michkap/archive/2005/01/24/359347.aspx

Georges Ifrah, The universal history of Numbers from prehistory to the invention of the 
computer, John Wiley, 2000. Page 373 (the scanned page attached at the end), 
“ Malayalam figures
 
These figures are used by the Dravidian people of Kerala state, on the 
ancient coast of Malabar, in the southwest of India. They have the same 
name as the form of writing used in the area.
 
Like  the  Tamils,  the  people  of  Kerala  did  not  use  zero  in  their 
notation system for many centuries: Malayalam figures are not based on 
the place-value system, and there are specific figures for 10, 100 and 
1,000. It was only since the middle of the nineteenth century, under 
the influence of Europe, that zero was introduced and combined with the 
symbols for the nine units according to the positional principle.  
 
Thus the Tamil and Malayalam figures were the only ones in India  
that  did  not  include  zero  and  were  not  based  on  the  positional  
principle relatively recently.“

While  Malayalam  digit  zero  was  introduced  in  1850  CE  or  later,  the  Tamil  Nadu 
government (then called Madras Presidency under the British colonial rule) introduced 
Tamil digit zero (U+0BE6) prior to 1820 CE. A citation from a 1825 CE school textbook 
is given at:  http://www.geocities.com/thamizh@sbcglobal.net/tamil_zero.PDF 

Like  the  Tamil  script  having  numerics  for  10,  100  and  1000  at  U+0BF0,  U+0BF1, 
U+0BF2  respectively, Malayalam historically also has numeric signs. Only with these 
numerics  signs,  large  numbers  greater  than  nine  can  be  written  in  the  traditional 
Malayalam script. 

mailto:thamizh@sbcglobal.net?Subject=Re: Malayalam Zero - an error
http://blogs.msdn.com/michkap/archive/2005/01/24/359347.aspx


Hence it is recommended that Unicode allocates separate code points for the Malayalam 
numeric signs also. 

Malayalam numerics
U+0D70 MALAYALAM NUMBER TEN
U+0D71 MALAYALAM NUMBER ONE HUNDRED
U+0D72 MALAYALAM NUMBER ONE THOUSAND

The code points are assigned in a manner parallel to the Tamil numerics code points. The 
shapes of the Malayalam numerics glyphs for U+0D70,  U+0D71, U+0D72 must be as 
shown in page 335, Figure 23.21, Georges Ifrah, The universal history of Numbers from 
prehistory to the invention of the computer, John Wiley, 2000 which is enclosed in this 
proposal.
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